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So what 
do we really 
know about 

women?



It’d be better 
to start with 
a warn-
ing: not all 
women are 
tolerant 
to criticism. 



Also we tend 
to think that 
we are cun-

ning. But the 
truth is quite 

different.  



Women  
can easily  
cohabitate with 
nearly anyone…



…anywhere…



…in any
condition 
and mood. 



There are no 
cases in his-

tory where 
women 

couldn’t find 
a common 

language 
with anyone. 



Even if they feel “hot” sometimes, 
they know exactly what to do!



Generally 
speaking, 

women are 
beautiful. 

But some-
times they 

are dressed 
and made 
up in such 

a way that…



They also like to take up all of mens 
favourite places with their things.



Many men try to make sense of the way 
women think. However if they try to delve 

too deep this often does not end well.



What is more, you should never ask 
a woman about the way to go — other-
wise you may never be seen of again.



Also these creatures are able  
to communicate with anyone and 

find in any conversation something 
very important to themselves.



Only 
a woman 
can easily 
and inoffen-
sively explain 
to any travel-
ler that this 
is her well. 
And then tell 
nicely where 
there is 
another well 
in the desert.  



It is quite possible that they are 
poisonous. Anyway, the cases 
are known where snakes treated 
them with suspicious respect. 



Also women like listening  
to various advice from all kinds  
of sources. And then they enjoy  

retelling it to us. Especially before sleep…   



These crea-
tures also like 
to dig around 
in everything,



(although to be fair, there have been 
instances where they have been able 

to uncover something good.)



Women love feeding everyone...



And, in fact, it doesn’t really 
matter who or with what.



The main thing — is that everyone eats! 



And now about a woman’s greatest fears. 
Firstly women are very afraid of  getting 

fat. More than that they are afraid 
to end up without any cakes or treats.



They also 
panic if they 

think they 
might miss 
an oppor-

tunity to go 
shopping.



The final and frightening enemy  
of women is — logic. They always run away 

from it at the greatest possible speed.



Women also love to read or watch 
all sorts of romantic stories (while 

at the same time loading us up with 
a variety of necessary chores).



These creatures never give up 
their attempts to worm their 

way into our confidence.



Women have other differences 
than men. Generally, they differ 

in colour and length of their hair. 



However,  
it is worth-
while noting 
that women 
somehow 
manage 
to bring a ray 
of light into 
the  dullness 
of our mens’ 
lives.



And that of course is a paradox.  
 Paradox, which needs to be further 

considered and which will be  
the subject of a next guide for men.
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